
Kapidoux
MY HAIR STYLING PASTE

How do I use it ?

I take a small amount in my hand. I rub it between my hands to soften it. I spread it in my hair to
style my hair. And I don't forget to wash my hands !

How does it work ?
• The organic sugar allows the hair to stick together to hold the style (strong hold), it doesn't

clump.
• Organic lemon water, rich in vitamin C, is an excellent natural cleanser. It gently removes excess

oil and grease without stripping hair of the elements essential to its health and shine. As lemon
is astringent, it helps soften hair and reflect more light, for guaranteed shine.

• Organic shea butter nourishes and softens the hair and scalp. It also helps fight dandruff.
• Organic avocado oil is rich in vitamins A, B, C and E. It protects against dryness and promotes

healthy hair growth. It also provides strength and health to the hair.
• Organic sunflower oil, rich in fatty acids and vitamin E, prevents hair dehydration and keeps hair

soft and shiny
• Vegetable glycerin has moisturising and softening properties for the scalp. It also helps to

restore shine to the hair.
• Kaolin (white clay) gives a matte finish to the hair.
• Grapefruit extract slows down hair loss and leaves a beautiful scent.

The result :

Easy to use, the styling paste sets intensely without clumping while providing a matte finish. The
hair is protected and nourished, even the sensitive scalp is respected. It can be removed with a
brush stroke. All hairstyles are allowed !

Certified organic styling paste specifically designed for children. Between wax and gel, it 
fixes the hair with a matt finish without residue. With a fresh scent of grapefruit and 

lemon. All hair types.

Hair
Strong attachment

Matte finish
Residue free

99,0 %   OF THE INGREDIENTS ARE OF NATURAL ORIGIN
46,0 %   OF INGREDIENTS FROM ORGANIC FARMING

RATED GOOD : 51 / 100 ON YUKA

VEGAN

DERMATOLOGICALLY TESTED ON SENSITIVE SKIN

FROM 3 YEARS OLD

TUBE 100G

LOGISTICAL CODE : MU022

INCI : SUCROSE*, AQUA (WATER), HELIANTHUS ANNUUS (SUNFLOWER) HYBRID OIL*, BUTYROSPERMUM PARKII
(SHEA) BUTTER*, KAOLIN, CETEARYL ALCOHOL, GLYCERIN, BEHENYL ALCOHOL, OLEIC/LINOLEIC/LINOLENIC
POLYGLYCERIDES, HYDROGENATED CASTOR OIL, CITRUS LIMON (LEMON) FRUIT WATER*, COCO-
CAPRYLATE/CAPRATE, PARFUM (FRAGRANCE), BENZYL ALCOHOL, SODIUM CETEARYL SULFATE, POTASSIUM
SORBATE, TOCOPHEROL, CITRIC ACID, DEHYDROACETIC ACID, PERSEA GRATISSIMA (AVOCADO) OIL*, CITRUS
PARADIDI (GRAPEFRUIT) FRUIT EXTRACT*, LIMONENE, CITRAL, LINALOOL, GERANIOL, CITRONELLOL, FERNESOL.
* Ingredients from Organic Farming
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